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Silver dollar, minted by 90 percent silver and circulated, was last produced in 1935. These were peace dollars representing the head of freedom on the front and an eagle on the back. After a long pause from its production, Congress approved the minting of silver dollars in 1964. Some were hit in the Denver Mint, but they were never released and melted down. Eisenhower dollars
were beaten at the San Francisco Mint, dated 1971 to 1978, with 80 percent silver content. They were intended for collector sets and not for traffic. Since 1986, the U.S. Mint has been producing 1 ounce silver rounds with a face value of 1 DOLLAR and a coin-like Walking Liberty design. These are sold on the basis of the prices for silver bars and are not for circulation. With art,
culture, recreation, festivals, sports and delicious barbecue, Kansas City, Missouri, rolls out the welcome mat for guests all year round. The long days, warm weather and summer's outdoor attractions invite you to go out and explore what makes this the best time of year for many, but seasonal foliage, moderate temperatures and the annual start of the Kansas City Chiefs' football
season are also a strong case for fall stays. Kansas City offers a whole range of cold snowy winters to steamy hot summers and everything in between. The hottest temperatures in July on average exceed the low 80s, with January being the coldest month and hovering in the low 30-degree range. The spring and autumn season offers moderate temperatures in the 50s, 60s and
70s. Occasional showers are expected in the spring and summer months, and visitors should pay close attention to the forecast and stay weather-conscious during the tornado season from late spring to summer. There are a number of perennuating attractions worth including on each Kansas City itinerary. With trendy restaurants and chic shopping, popular areas such as the
Power &amp; Light District downtown, the bustling Westport district and the elegant Spanish-style Country Club Plaza, you can beg for explorations at any time of the year. In addition, monthly First Friday events in the Crossroads Arts District invite you to enjoy food truck ingestry and live music as you stroll through some of the city's most creative studios and galleries. Anchored
by whimsical, oversized badminton birdies on the front lawn, the encyclopedic Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art is a must for guests of all ages. The Hallmark Visitors Center encourages visitors to think for a moment about what life would look like without greeting cards (the company was founded in Kansas City in 1910), and the moving National World War I Museum and Memorial
inspires moments Reflection to honor the heroes of our nation. It may be the kissest month of the year, but that's no reason to shy away from a visit to Kansas City. Just bring a warm coat, scarf and a pair of boots, and you'll be perfectly prepared to go out and explore. Events to Out: Get your appetite – Kansas City's annual Restaurant Week promotion is the best time to enjoy
restaurants and discounted meals at restaurants across the city, from casual meeting places to upscale restaurants. Ring in the Chinese New Year at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art with a range of authentic activities, cultural celebration and delicious food. With persistent winter weather, February is a great opportunity to experience Kansas City's many museums, indoor
attractions, and romantic Valentine's Day-worthy restaurants. Events to try: With street artists, cocktails and pearls galore, Power &amp; Light District is the preferred spot during Mardi Gras Kansas City. Laissez les bon temps rouler! Immerse yourself in America's indigenous music genre and learn more about Kansas City's role in it, at the American Jazz Museum in the 18th and
Vine Historic Jazz District, followed by a contemporary time at the Blue Room Jazz Club. Keep an eye on the forecast before your visit to pack appropriate clothing. Check-out events: April showers arrive in Kansas City on time; it is always smart to bring an umbrella and maybe a raincoat for your trip. Events to try: Discover how KC earns its nickname City of Fountains as the local
water collection fires again after the long, cold winter on Fountain Day. Grab a bag of popcorn and catch a flick or two during the judging Kansas City FilmFest; The event offers more than 100 choices to enjoy. As spring turns into summer, temperatures are pleasant, sunny days are here, and flowers are blooming in the parks and green spaces of Kansas City. Check out events:
Get your engine running; NASCAR rolls at Kansas Speedway for some exciting race days. Make sure your Memorial Day weekend plans include Celebration at the Station with music from the Kansas City Symphony, fireworks and guest performances at Kansas City's historic Union Station. Summer is here, enticing visitors to play outside, and Kansas City offers plenty of
opportunities to do just that. Events to try: Celebrate Hispanic culture at Fiesta Kansas City with food, drink, dance, art and other festivals. What is Summer Without a Song? The Zona Rosa summer concert series enlivens the Nordland with live musical performances on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings throughout the summer. Sizzling temperatures and hot summer days
attract visitors to explore. Events to try: Kc RiverFest commemorates July 4 with a patriotic celebration that ends with fireworks in Berkeley Riverfront Park. Immerse yourself in Kansas City's creative side at the Fringe Festival KC, an 11-day showcase of innovative live theater performances and visual Temperatures are hot but perfect for baseball games at Kauffman Stadium.
Check out events: Check out: to the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum to browse exhibits that preserve the history of the league and its many respected players from the 1800s to 1960. Take yourself out into the ballpark and root, root, root for the Major League Baseball home team Kansas City Royals during a game at Kauffman Stadium, and don't forget the Hot Dogs and
Cracker Jack. Autumn into autumn, when the summer days and nights begin to plunge into cooler weather. Events to try: Ribs, pulled pork and burnt ends are required to eat in Kansas City, and there's no better time to sample some of the smoky-sweet goods than the American Royal World Series of Barbecue, the world's largest cue competition. Nearly 300,000 people visit The
Art in the Plaza every year, nine blocks of exhibits, exhibitions, live music and food at the Country Club Plaza. Autumn foliage, hayride, corn maze and Halloween fun hit Kansas City this month. Events to try: Support inclusivity, diversity and the LGBTQIA+ community at the vibrant KC PrideFest on the streets around City Hall and Ilus Davis Park. Take the course for the Crown
Center and raise a stone to German culture at the KC Oktoberfest with two days of Bavarian food, beer, music and celebration. There's a cold in the air, but no need to give Kansas City the cold shoulder in November. Plan to dress warm. Events to try: An annual tradition for local families, Plaza Lights turns KC's Country Club Plaza into a winter wonderland starting Thanksgiving
weekend, staying through the holidays into January. The Crown Center Ice Terrace opens for the winter skating season. Admire the 100-foot mayor's Christmas tree during your time. Bundle and sip hot chocolate as Kansas City rings festive outdoor events during the holidays. Events to try: Take a stroll through the city centre and join City Lights, an opportunity for skyscrapers to
dress up and show off colorful synchronized holiday light displays. Worlds of Fun transforms into a magical winter landscape during the annual WinterFest of summer roller coasters and thrill rides. Thank you for letting us know! dszc/Getty Images Although the median value of a house in the United States is about .244,054, according to Zillow, million-dollar homes are on the rise.
In other words, while they may be common in some markets, they are not in most countries; Less than 6 percent of self-occupied homes in the country's 50 largest subways are valued at a million dollars or more, according to a Lending Tree survey of the cities with the largest share of million-dollar apartments. Don't quite have the means to use these ritzy areas and move?
Implement some of these ideas to make your home look more expensive instead. aimintang/Getty ImagesHome to eBay and Cisco Systems and surrounded by tech giants (Facebook, Google, Apple and more) san Jose is considered the true heart of Silicon Valley. More than half of the houses in this mountainous metro area – home to 2 million people – are valued at a million
dollars, or Half of the residents of San Jose, home to many engineers and programmers, earn six-figure salaries, making them one of the largest growing economies in the United States. How far will your 1 million dollars go? Through Trulia, we've found that with a million dollars, you can achieve a simple, 1,600-square-foot, ranch-style house. Find out which small towns in
America have the most millionaires. raisbeckfoto/Getty ImagesLos Angeles, the second-largest city in the United States, is so large and expansive that the average subway home is closer to 650K, with about 20 percent of homes in the area at a million dollars or more. The famous City of Angels is home to the entertainment and tech industry, which entails high housing costs.
Prices vary where you are looking. In Venice Beach, we found a 500-square-metre bungalow for .2 million dollars. While for the same price, we found a 3 bedroom hillhouse with a pool in Monrovia. Overcrowding and natural disasters in the region seem to be causing an exodus for some Angelinos, making housing perhaps more affordable. Look at these American cities that used
to be poor but are rich today. AutumnSkyPhotography/Getty ImagesWith surfing, sand and some of the most temperate weather in the United States, San Diego is a dream destination for many that makes affordable housing hard to achieve. The average house here costs '606,200, with about 14 per cent of the houses ringing at more than a million dollars. In the tony La Jolla
neighborhood, a million dollars you get an apartment with sea views, while more inland you can find larger space and digs. Find out the best beach in each state. irina88w/Getty ImagesSeattle is the city with the largest share of million-dollar apartments outside of California. Billions (and trillions) of dollars, such as Microsoft and Amazon, call this beautiful city in the northwest this
home, and undoubtedly contribute to the 11.3 percent share of homes in the region valued at a million dollars or more. The average house in the Emerald City is a cool 487,400 US dollars. For a million dollars, we found a number of houses, many of which have windows to maximize the city's scarce light (Seattle sees an average of 220 cloudy days a year). Find out the best city in
the U.S. for retirement. Auseklis/Getty ImagesThe average house or apartment in the New York City area is worth about '457,000, but that's in areas outside Manhattan. Manhattan retains its dominance as one of the most expensive cities in America, with average rents of 3,800 U.S. dollars and an average apartment that is 1.3 U.S. dollars. Cheaper properties can be found in the
outer suburbs of Queens, Staten Island, and the Bronx, while Brooklyn now competes with Manhattan in real estate prices, especially in brooklyn Heights and Cobble Hill. Still, the Big Apple will always be the epicenter of coolness, and an investment here seems like a good, long-term purchase. Find out 20 words and phrases you had no idea about were coined in New York City
jorgeantonio/Getty Images Sports teams and famous chowder settled in this historic city, making it one of the hottest housing markets in the country. While the average home costs around '464,000, nearly ten per cent of homes are in the million-dollar range. Places in Cambridge (home of Harvard University) are expensive and more likely to be townhouses or apartments. While
many think Southie (South Boston) is a little rough around the edges, quaint townhouses fetch millions of dollars in price tags thanks to the proximity of the area to the shore. We hear that the best times to buy are in October, after the start of school rush, and again in February, when freezing temperatures make sellers more accessible for deals. You know you're from the East
Coast when you've tried all these foods. qingwa/Getty Images With great public transport, a wealth of historic sites and museums, and a vibrant, young population – thanks to the many universities – life in the country's capital is popular... and uber-expensive. The average house in the D.C. region is 433,000 US dollars. A million dollars you get a condominium or apartment in the
downtown while you get a better deal once you hit the Maryland suburbs of Silver Spring or Wheaton. Due to the lack of houses on the market, experts tell us that you need to be ready to make an offer if you find a house you love or even just like – fast. Follow this 10-step plan to buy your first home in five years and you'll be ready. Meinzahn/Getty ImagesBienvenido a Miami!
Throughout the year, Miami sunshine is on the rise – and its house prices prove it. About 5 percent of homes in Miami cost a million dollars. While many people think of the popular South Beach when they think of this Florida city, popular areas such as the up-and-coming Wynwood Design District, the family-friendly Coconut Grove and the more affordable Aventura neighborhood
are hot places to live in – and great digs can be found for a million dollars or more. Miami is also home to some of the oldest homeowners in the United States. PeterPhoto/Getty ImagesThe Mile High City was a beacon for young people long before marijuana was legalized in Colorado. Consistently at the top of the list of the best places to live in the United States, because of its
majestic landscape, all year round sports scene, burgeoning art and design vibes, and quite killer Mexican food. The average price of a house in this Rocky Mountain town is about .420,000 dollars. For a million dollars we found many nice and spacious houses in the popular Washington Park, while if you have a few hundred thousand more to spare, you can get you into the noble
Belcaro neighborhood. And if you think these neighborhoods are chic, wait until you see the most expensive house in any state. Originally published: 14 February 2020 2020 2020
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